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Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles 
Complex Civil eFiling Frequently Asked Questions 

 
1. Is there a general order that specifically governs electronic filing for complex 

litigation, including JCCP actions? 

Yes. The General Order Re Mandatory Electronic Filing for Complex Civil is posted on the 

Court’s website at www.lacourt.org. The Court suggests that litigants read the Order before 

reviewing the following FAQs. 

2. How are fees collected for complex civil electronic filings? 

All fees are due upon the filing of a complex document will be assessed and collected at the 

time of the electronic filing, including, but not limited to first paper, motion, complex and pro hac 

vice fees.  

3. How will fees for motions that relate to multiple cases in a JCCP action be handled? 

For any motion electronically filed on one case and applied to multiple cases, a single motion 

fee will be assessed. The efiler must submit a separate document containing a list of cases to 

which the motion will apply with the motion. A template for this notice is available on the 

Complex page at www.lacourt.org. See exemplar below.  
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4. Must the JCCP number be included on electronically filed documents? 

Yes. For all JCCP cases, all electronically filed documents must be filed on the underlying case 

number and reflect the JCCP action number. 

5. Can I electronically file an add-on petition to coordinate? 

Yes. An Add-On Petition to Coordinate to add a case to a JCCP action must be electronically 

filed for each case to be added.  

• Out-of-County Cases: You must include a copy of the existing complaint with the petition 

in the same electronic envelope.  

• Existing LA County Cases: You must reference the existing LA County case number on 

the petition. However, you do not need to include a copy of the complaint. 

• New LA County Cases: You must include the new complaint with the petition. 

 

6. Can one add-on petition to coordinate be filed for multiple complaints? 

No. A single add-on petition must be filed for each complaint. 

7. Is there a fee to electronically file an add-on petition? 

No. There is no filing fee assessed at the time of electronically filing of an add-on petition for an 

existing complaint. A filing fee is collected for new complaints. Further, fees associated with 

electronically filing an existing complaint, such as an outstanding complex or first paper fee, will 

be collected by the EFSP and the Court. 

8. Will bulletin boards continue to be used in JCCP actions? 

Yes. Parties must use an approved provider for integrated informal communication or “bulletin 

board” messaging, per the General Order Re Mandatory Electronic Filing for Complex Civil. 

Currently, the Court has approved at least two ‘bulletin board’ providers, which can be found on 

the Court’s website https://www.lacourt.org/division/efiling/efiling2.aspx#complex.  Efilers must 

agree on a single provider for use in each JCCP action.  

For existing cases currently registered with other bulletin board providers, those cases will 

remain with those providers and attorneys will not be required to change. 

9. Can we continue to use our existing eDiscovery vendor? 

For existing cases (and JCCP actions per CMOs), parties may continue to use their existing 

eDiscovery vendor. 

10. How do I correct an error in filing? 

Depending on the type of filing, you may file an amended pleading, or apply to the Court for 

relief or other corrective order.  If a motion is filed in error, notify the Court that the motion will 

not be going forward as scheduled.  

11. How will I know to which judicial officer my case is assigned? 

Provisionally complex cases are assigned to a judicial officer once they are deemed complex. 

Counsel of record or a self-represented litigant receives judicial officer assignment and notice of 

https://www.lacourt.org/division/efiling/efiling2.aspx#complex
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complex determination via U.S. Mail. Class Action cases receive judicial assignment upon 

acceptance of the filing. A notice of case assignment will be returned electronically by the 

EFSP.  

12. What are the file size limitations for efiling? 

There is no limit to the number of electronic documents that may be included in an 

electronic envelope, and there is no limit to the total number of megabytes (MB) per 

envelope, although there is a limit of 200MB per document. Please note that all the 

documents in a single envelope must be for the same case and only one lead document 

(e.g., motion or complaint) may be included.  

13. How does electronic filing work? 

Electronic filing (efiling) of court documents occurs through an electronic filing service provider 

(EFSP). The user creates an account and the efiling system manages the flow of the documents 

and fees to and from the Court. The filer will submit the documents to the EFSP for submission 

to the Court.  The Court will accept or reject the documents.  The documents are returned to the 

EFSP for return to the filer through the EFSP’s electronic filing portal.   

14. What are the technical requirements for documents being electronically filed? 

Please refer to the “Technical Requirements” section of the operative General Order Re 

Mandatory Electronic Filing for Civil.  This section sets forth all the Court’s requirements for the 

formatting of the documents. 

15. How do I submit documents exempt from electronic filing? 

Documents exempt from efiling can be submitted for filing in the Clerk’s Office at the Spring 

Street Courthouse between the office hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. or by mail (visit 

www.lacourt.org for courthouse addresses).  

16. Which EFSP can I use? 

You may use any EFSP listed on the Court’s website: 

http://www.lacourt.org/division/efiling/civil_providers.aspx. 

17. Are motions automatically scheduled by the electronic filing system? 

No. Please call the assigned department to reserve a hearing date. 

18. Can I pay jury fees via electronic filing? 

Yes. The initial fee for the jury demand can be paid via efiling by selecting the “Notice of Posting 

Jury Fees” document type during the efiling process.  The $150 fee will be assessed with that 

document.  Daily jury fees must be paid in the Clerk’s Office after the judicial assistant 

determines the fees and creates an invoice for payment.  

19. Can I pay complex fees via efiling? 

Yes. Complex fees may be assessed upon initial filing of the complaint or response. If complex 

determination is necessary, the fees may be assessed at a later date and will not be payable via 

efiling. 

http://www.lacourt.org/division/efiling/civil_providers.aspx

